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Top Tips from Ellucian Community Members 
In Response to COVID-19, FEMA & the CARES Act 

Plus Colleague COVID-19 Reference Guide 
 

On March 31, more than 1,000 Ellucian community members met online 
for “Business Continuity Best Practices in Today’s Environment,” a panel 
discussion focused on the shift to remote teaching, learning, and work. 
Here’s a brief look at the key takeaways and best practices institutions 
have implemented in response to COVID-19, including recommendations 
from the California Community College Consortium on Information 
Systems (4CIS). 

 
Student support and communication 
Panelists agree that student service is now the top priority. 
 

• Identifying at-risk students through LMS attendance and other data. 

• Connecting students to support resources through calling 
campaigns and text check-ins. 

• Partnering with student government to increase social reach and 
engagement. 

• Involving faculty in student communication efforts. 

• Providing online counseling, from academic advising to emotional 
support to financial aid assistance. 

• Maintaining food pantries and providing other basic needs for low-
income students. 

 
 

Helping faculty shift to online instruction 
Faculty enablement is essential to an effective transition. 
 

• Ensuring collaboration between IT, staff, and faculty has been 
essential to rapid rollouts. 

• Leveraging course templates or shells to quickly create online 
courses. 

• Working with academic affairs and faculty leads to populate courses 
with content and resources. 

• Partnering with distance learning departments to scale up training 
and transition to an online environment. 

• Moving staff and faculty members to the same collaboration 
platform used by students. 

https://www.ellucian.com/resources/webinar/business-continuity-best-practices-todays-environment
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Planning for the immediate future 
There are still many unknowns, but certain shifts in strategy are looking 
more likely. 
 

• Making specialized course software available online via streaming 
apps, rather than on-premise in the computer lab. 

• Implementing a remotely accessible “digital backpack” for each 
student, with a comprehensive suite of personalized applications. 

• Connecting the dots between pandemic, disaster recovery, and 
business continuity plans to help accelerate the deployment of 
applications and hardware. 

 
 
Looking ahead to what's next 
Panelists foresee lasting change for higher education technology after the 
pandemic subsides. 
 

• New ways of thinking, driven by necessity and dramatic shifts in 
priorities. 

• Blended online instruction to serve students and surrounding 
communities in multiple ways. 

• An accelerated push to the cloud for remote administration, faster 
innovation, and better disaster recovery. 

• A focus on agility to bring streamlined administrative processes and 
more efficient workflows. 

 
 
 
 

  

“Change is a challenge on many campuses, but this has 
shown us that we actually can turn on a dime. And it's 
giving people a lot of courage to really look at our 
processes and challenge the way that we've done 
them.” 

 
Candace Jones 

Associate Vice President for Information Technology Services 
Pasadena City College 
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Colleague COVID-19 Reference Guide 
Assisting California Community Colleges 

Response to the Chancellor’s Office Guidance 
  
 
In order to support our California Community College (CCC) customers, Ellucian 
developed a set of recommendations regarding our Colleague ERP to assist districts in 
complying with the Chancellor’s Office guidance on COVID-19 response.  
 

Attendance Accounting Reporting for Apportionment (2019-20 fiscal year) – 
changes due to COVID-19 
 
Courses suspended: 
Colleague recommendation: Modify the end date on SOFF and then rebuild the meeting 
dates (via SOFF or RSMD). Modify the status of the section to be “Hold for Cancelation” 
on SECT.  If it ends up that the session is not resumed, it can then be cancelled, and all 
students will receive a refund. 
 
Courses converting to online (Distance Education) instruction: 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “As courses are converted to online, any day 
(including Saturday, Sunday and Holidays) with 3 or more hours of instruction, including 
online instruction, will count towards the 175-Day rule.” 
 
Colleague recommendation: There are no changes to be made here.  MIS: Running 
calendar build can be good way to gather information as to what has changed. 
 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “Due to the COVID-19 emergency, colleges 
may need additional flex days to transition from face-to-face courses to distance 
education.” 
“Note that the number of approved flex days may impact a college’s Term Length 
Multiplier (TLM) which is used to calculate the FTES.” 
 
Colleague recommendation: Need to adjust the Term Length Multipliers as needed on 
the CA3P. 
 
Weekly/Daily Census courses: 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “Courses using weekly or daily census 
reporting may continue to use these methods when converting to online instruction in 
response to emergency conditions. As most census dates have already passed for the 
spring semester, there should be little or no impact to attendance accounting for these 
courses.” 
“As it relates to courses converted to distance education as a result of emergency 
conditions in the current term that apply the Weekly and Daily Census attendance 
accounting procedure, colleges continue to be eligible to utilize those attendance 
accounting procedures for purposes of claiming state apportionment during the 2019-
20 fiscal year.” 
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Colleague recommendation: No change required. 
 
Positive Attendance courses: 

• Converted to Online Synchronous (Instructor interacting in real time with 
students during class): 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “Courses using the positive attendance 
method, tracking attendance at each class meeting, may continue to use 
positive attendance if converting to an online delivery that is synchronous, or 
live and includes the instructor interacting in real time with students online 
during scheduled class meetings.” 
“Positive attendance courses that are converted to a synchronous distance 
education mode of instruction should continue to apply the Positive Attendance 
Procedure. The instructor should continue to track each student’s attendance at 
each class meeting (whether meeting face to face or online) and maintain 
records in the same manner as face to face positive attendance courses.” 

 

• Converted to Online Asynchronous (no real time interaction between 
Instructor and student): 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “Courses using the positive attendance 
method that are converting to an asynchronous online method, where students 
can log in and access information and assignments without interacting directly 
with the instructor, should use the Alternative Attendance accounting 
procedure. However, given that this procedure cannot be applied for certain 
situations and if a district believes that this procedure will generate lower 
funding levels than what they would have achieved had it not been for the 
COVID-19 pandemic, districts may compute the units of FTES they believe would 
have been achieved had the courses not been converted to distance education” 
 
Colleague recommendation: No change is required. Recommend that a new 
SEC.COURSE.TYPES be added for the purpose of being able to later select the 
sections where the Asynchronous reporting would need to be estimated. 

 
Student Withdrawals, Refunds due to COVID-19 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “For Spring 2020, apportionment may be 
claimed for all students in attendance as of a course's census date, including those 
students who later withdrew due to the COVID-19 pandemic. For weekly or daily census 
courses, districts may claim FTES for apportionment for all students in attendance as of 
a course's census date even if the student withdraws due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
and receives no evaluative symbol or an EW. Under normal circumstances, the lack of an 
assigned evaluative or non-evaluative symbol or an EW is not counted as an enrollment 
attempt and would not generate FTES for apportionment purposes. However, during 
this period of emergency, this prohibition is waived, and an EW may be counted as an 
enrollment attempt generating FTES.” 
“Colleges should not record a withdrawal (W), or grade on the transcript of a student 
who withdraws due to an epidemic or other extraordinary circumstance. An excused 
withdrawal (EW) may be recorded; but in all cases, a withdrawal due to extraordinary 
conditions should not affect a student's academic progress, academic probation, or 
ability to repeat a course. Districts may choose to record no evaluative symbol or an EW. 
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The EW is a non-evaluative symbol distinct from a Win that an EW does not penalize a 
student academically. An EW is not counted in progress probation or dismissal 
calculations, towards the permitted number of withdrawals. We encourage you to make 
the best local decision to help students achieve their educational goals. No additional 
verifiable documentation is required from the student or district.” 
 
Colleague recommendations: 

• Use the drop code reason (on RGCS) to indicate that the section has been 
dropped due to COVID-19.  Then manually assign a grade of EW.  Select students 
with EW grades and issue refunds accordingly.   

• Update the custom transcript subroutine to suppress the EW grade. 

• Other items to consider – Repeats, GPA values, and Degree Audit transcript 
groupings. 

 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “A refund of student fees, including the 
enrollment fees, may be provided to all students who withdraw due to COVID-19.” 
“For the Apportionment Enrollment Fee Revenue report, total enrollment fees reported 
may be reduced by the amount of fees refunded to students who withdraw due to 
COVID-19.” 
“Chancellor’s Office recommends that districts track the enrollment fee refunds in a 
separate and distinct contra-revenue account.” 
 
Colleague recommendations:  

1. Deregister the student 
a. Student.Acad.Credit Status of “W”  (this status matters especially if the 

client needs to go with option 2)  
b. Grade: of EW 
c. Drop Reason: COVID-19  

2. We have a couple of different options for adjusting the Student Account and 
recording the credit. 
a. Best Practice: we would have the client apply proper adjustment via 

RGBS/SCBO to the dropped section(s) and rebill. This is by student and 
course section but would associate the credit to Registration Billing. 

b. If this needs to be done for large number of students, we could attempt 
to temporarily modify the Withdrawal Refund Formula (REFF) so that it 
properly recalculates the refund. This is a little riskier, but we’ve seen it 
used for other EMERGENCIES (hurricanes, snow, etc.) and the client 
would want to have some support to test and enact this change. 

c. Calculate the amount of credit for each student then use the ELF import 
to post a miscellaneous credit to all student accounts.  This would post a 
general credit to the student account by not necessarily connect it as an 
enrollment fee adjustment. 

d. MIS: EW will be handled in the SX report just like a regular W. 
 
Course Repeats, Change of Grade mode to P/NP, Probation/Dismissal 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: Allowing students to retake any course 
attempted during the pandemic; colleges must disregard the previous grade when 
computing a GPA once the course has been completed. “for purposes of allowing the 
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repetition of courses pursuant to this section, any request submitted by a student in a 
course that was in progress at the time of the governor’s declaration of a state of 
emergency on March 4, 2020, and for which the method of instruction was affected due 
to the district’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, should be presumed to present a 
valid ‘extenuating circumstance.’” 
 
Colleague recommendation: The repeat grate fields on RPOL will need to be updated 
with any new grades that are being added but should not be counted in the number of 
retakes.   
 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: Waiving the deadline – which had already 
passed – for selecting a pass or no pass option instead of a letter grade. Students 
should, however, be aware that the University of California and California State 
University systems require courses for a major to be completed with a letter grade. “the 
requirement that students must elect to be evaluated in a course on a letter grade or on 
a pass/no pass basis either upon enrollment or no later than the end of the first 30 
percent of the term is suspended.” 
 
Colleague recommendation: No programmatical changes are needed.  
 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “No pass” grades will not be considered in 

probation and dismissal procedures.  Students intending to complete a course under the 

current situation, rather than withdraw, will not be negatively affected should they 

ultimately be unable to successfully complete the course. “the requirement that units 

attempted on a pass/no pass basis and for which the symbol “NP” is recorded shall be 

considered in probation and dismissal procedures is suspended.” 

Colleague recommendation: If the academic progress calculations (CACS) are correctly 
calculated, the SB report will appropriately report the progress.   
 

MIS Reporting 
Guidance Language from the Chancellor: “In order to mitigate the impact on course 
schedulers and MIS data submission coordinators, colleges should maintain their 
current course and section coding for all existing/planned courses and section for 
Spring, Summer, and Fall 2020 semesters or quarters as part of their normal MIS 
submissions of course-related elements (e.g. in particular, data element XF01, SESSION-
INSTRUCTION-METHOD should not be changed). Do not change the coding for courses 
or sections that were or would have been conducted as in person lectures, labs, etc. but 
which changes to distance learning methods as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Colleges should only use distance education codes for XF01 for courses and sections 
that were already locally approved to be online and were planned to be online during 
the term in question.” 
 
Colleague recommendation: No change needed. 
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References for Guidance from California Community Colleges 

Chancellor’s Office on COVID-19 impact for California Community 

Colleges 
• Memo dated Mar 13, 2020: Attendance Accounting Implications and 

Approved Exceptions 

• Memo dated Mar 20, 2020: Clarifications on Apportionment, Withdrawals and 
Student Fee Refunds 

• Executive Order 2020-01 dated Mar 20, 2020: Temporary Suspension of 
Student Withdrawal Regulations to Address the Continuity of Education in 
Community Colleges During the COVID-19 Declared State of Emergency 

• Executive Order 2020-02 dated Mar 27, 2020: Temporary Suspension of 
Various Specified Grade-Related Regulations to Address the Continuity of 
Education in Community Colleges During the COVID-19 Declared State of 
Emergency 

• Memo dated Mar 31, 2020: Emergency Temporary Distance Education Blanket 
Addendum for Summer 2020 or Fall 2020 

• Memo dated Apr 6, 2020: Emergency Guidance for Extended Opportunity 
Programs & Services (EOPS) 

• Executive Order 2020-03 dated Apr 6, 2020: Temporary Suspension of Various 
Specified Regulations Regarding Extended Opportunity Programs and Services 
(EOPS) Expenditure Restrictions to Address the Continuity of Education During 
the COVID-19 Declared State of Emergency 

• Memo dated Apr 10, 2020: Emergency Guidance for California Work 
Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids 

• Memo dated Apr 16, 2020: Revised Attendance Accounting Guidance, FAQ 
 

https://ellucian.box.com/s/2lhcftlmfs7j6bjyu0o8i4dpvmdt4v6l
https://ellucian.box.com/s/2lhcftlmfs7j6bjyu0o8i4dpvmdt4v6l
https://ellucian.box.com/s/c016yoywrolo15l6wr3tkq3ay6qkp6ja
https://ellucian.box.com/s/c016yoywrolo15l6wr3tkq3ay6qkp6ja
https://ellucian.box.com/s/13yzf7g7qpxu2w3x9iirm2v3lqzis5a0
https://ellucian.box.com/s/13yzf7g7qpxu2w3x9iirm2v3lqzis5a0
https://ellucian.box.com/s/13yzf7g7qpxu2w3x9iirm2v3lqzis5a0
https://ellucian.box.com/s/dychl2gc4vxe15mfsknec1x4gd1j9vda
https://ellucian.box.com/s/dychl2gc4vxe15mfsknec1x4gd1j9vda
https://ellucian.box.com/s/dychl2gc4vxe15mfsknec1x4gd1j9vda
https://ellucian.box.com/s/dychl2gc4vxe15mfsknec1x4gd1j9vda
https://ellucian.box.com/s/uygteutj50nxf19sjj6yarr3p5guuwvz
https://ellucian.box.com/s/uygteutj50nxf19sjj6yarr3p5guuwvz
https://ellucian.box.com/s/eafhfwlisn5y1irn8su7b5uy61vcd9t3
https://ellucian.box.com/s/eafhfwlisn5y1irn8su7b5uy61vcd9t3
https://ellucian.box.com/s/5q6ewzuw1leg10c4anhy5hpsxrg06uyt
https://ellucian.box.com/s/5q6ewzuw1leg10c4anhy5hpsxrg06uyt
https://ellucian.box.com/s/5q6ewzuw1leg10c4anhy5hpsxrg06uyt
https://ellucian.box.com/s/5q6ewzuw1leg10c4anhy5hpsxrg06uyt
https://ellucian.box.com/s/4k2rx3t9llw2sdfs5oivm7whhkekd8kf
https://ellucian.box.com/s/4k2rx3t9llw2sdfs5oivm7whhkekd8kf
https://ellucian.box.com/s/psvx58cs5g8bbzppquq3y5dclhnn3x53
https://ellucian.box.com/s/iguqw2njzv3ixj5pu17kra34o47rpvv1
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